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ABSTRACT
With the contemporary emerging transition for the past two decades in high-performance
computing (HPC) towards clusters of nodes, it is possible to obtain an efficiently scalable
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code by the hybridization of a message-passing interface
(MPI) and open multi-processing (Open-MP). The parallelization of an incompressible higherorder direct numerical simulation (DNS) solver using Navier-Stokes (NS) equations utilizing a
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme is achieved through a hybrid parallelmodel MPI and Open-MP. In order to further improve the performance, extensive analysis,
optimization, and refactoring of the algorithms for fine tuning to utilize the resources efficiently
is presented in this thesis. Initially, a time-dependent two-dimensional diffusion equation was
parallelized using an MPI in an effort to explore the concepts. Subsequently, the procedure is
extended with several advanced MPI routines for the parallelization of higher-order finitedifference schemes. The parallelized code is subsequently examined on a benchmark problem for
an incompressible flow—lid-driven cavity flow. The results of the developed code were
compared and validated with the existing serial model. The overall objective is to achieve the
best performance of the incompressible Navier-Stokes solver by carefully implementing,
profiling, and optimizing a combined MPI and Open-MP parallelization. Numerical simulation
results show that this solver provides high performance and good scalability on various parallel
architectures. MPI processes are limited by the number of communicators and grid size of the
simulation. However, fine-grain parallelization is possible by incorporating Open-MP threads in
certain segments of the code. Further, this computation-intensive CFD code is a challenging
workload for HPC, and efficient tuning approaches are also presented.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a broad domain in scientific computing.
Understanding the instabilities of turbulent flow is one of the significant challenges in fluid
dynamics that engineers and researchers face. Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are the governing
fundamental equations that describe the fluid flow behavior in fluid dynamics problems. For
example, these numerical simulations are used in various fields of applications ranging from a
complete aircraft design to weather forecasting. Because these computation problems are
complex and sophisticated with millions of unknowns to be solved, they are demanding
candidates for high-performance computing (HPC). Accordingly, it is tremendously
advantageous to execute the numerical analysis in a supercomputer or a cluster.
With the recent proliferation of Intel® Many Integrated Core (MIC) architectures to
perform trillions of calculations per second, the hardware side has provided considerable
improvement in performance. Complex floating point calculations often involve multiplication
and the addition of large matrices with millions and millions of unknowns. Hence, hardware
manufacturers develop efficient ways to manufacture a system on chip (SOC) with multiple
cores to produce greater throughput. With this advancement, it has become crucial for developers
and researchers to achieve per-node performance for the overall machine performance. With
these complexities today, there is no general agreement in the CFD community on a single
numerical model that proves to be the best for all fluid dynamic applications. Typically, to
efficiently solve the flow in a specific field of application, flow solvers are developed and tuned
for that domain of the application. Moreover, the trend in HPC platforms invites developers to
efficiently redesign algorithms on these platforms. Therefore, there is an increasing demand to
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develop and optimize CFD flow solvers to carry out the numerical analysis on a particular
platform with the maximum performance and aimed at better utilization of computing resources.
One of the most successful ways to achieve this is with the hybrid parallel modeling of the CFD
solver through the message passing interface (MPI) [1] and open multi-processing (Open-MP)
[2].

2

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1

Navier-Stokes Equations
The key turbulent flow challenge facing engineers in various fields is to understand the

irregular motion of fluid. CFD is an interdisciplinary area that integrates applied mathematics,
physics, and computer science. Simply, numerical models based on mathematical algorithms
enable computers to execute the simulation in order to understand the physics of the fluid
motions. The evolution of CFD is closely related with advancements in modern computer
architectures and the development of efficient algorithms.
In fluid dynamics, the fundamental governing equations are Navier-Stokes equations,
which play a major role in characterizing a wide range of fluid flows. Such equations model the
weather, motion of air (aerodynamics), flow in a pipe, etc. These non-linear partial differential
equations describe the flow of fluids. Many types of NS solvers exist and are based on numerical
methods, such as the finite difference method [3], finite element method [4], finite volume
method [5], and discontinuous Galerkin method [6]. In this thesis, the finite difference 2D
Navier-Stokes equation is employed, which is solved by the exact projection method.
2.2

Computational Model
The numerical method implemented here is the weighted essentially non-oscillatory

(WENO) scheme for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Although, the NS equations have
been known for more than a century, many of the important fluid features elude our
comprehension, with the ultimate conclusion that fluid behavior is still unpredictable under many
conditions of practical interest. The current WENO scheme is designed to execute at a high
resolution in order to model the turbulence without any artificial addition produced by a separate
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turbulence model. Such CFD models are known as direct numerical simulation (DNS) models.
The conclusions of the numerical model is a higher-order finite difference incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations and the serial model are developed [7]. In this section, we briefly
discuss the computational model behind this solver.
From the guidelines in a study by Khurshid and Hoffmann [7], a finite-difference
numerical scheme method is developed:


Use an exact projection method/fractional-step scheme to solve the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations.



Apply a fifth-order WENO spatial operator to the convective terms of NS equations. The
WENO scheme has a huge advantage over other central and upwinding schemes because
it can capture the general features of the flow with low grid size due to its controlled
adaptive dissipation property.



Solve the diffusion terms by using the sixth-order compact central difference scheme.
This scheme follows the exact differentiation over a wider range of wave numbers;
hence, it is able to capture high-frequency waves, as compared to simple central schemes.



Use a fractional-step scheme in conjunction with the third-order Runge-Kutta total
variation diminishing (RK TVD) scheme for time discretization. The RK TVD scheme
does not allow the total variation of the solution to increase, thus giving stable results and
control over the error propagation.
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations considered here are described by the

conservation of momentum and the conservation of mass, which are used to describe any
incompressible flow. These equations are mathematically expressed as equations (2.1) and (2.2),
respectively.
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where 𝑢𝑖 is the non-dimensional velocity with (i = 1, 2) representing two coordinate directions,
and P is the non-dimensional pressure. The relation Re = UL/v is the Reynolds number based on
some characteristic velocity U, characteristic length L, and kinematics viscosity v. In essence, to
resolve the incompressible flow, it is necessary to solve equations (2.1) and (2.2) for velocity and
pressure with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. However, in practice, the given
equations are a set of coupled nonlinear time-dependent partial differential equations for which
there are no known analytical solutions, and numerical techniques are required to solve them.
In the case of two-dimensional incompressible flows, the Navier-Stokes equation must
be solved for two coordinate velocities, say u and v, and the pressure field P. Equation (2.1),
which represents the momentum along the two coordinate directions, can be used to solve for
two components of velocity; however, there is no explicit equation for pressure. Mathematically
speaking, if a correct pressure field is known, then equation (2.1) will provide a velocity field,
which will be divergence-free and, in other words, satisfy equation (2.2). The exact projection
method is one such algorithm proposed by Chorin [3] for incompressible, unsteady NS
equations. In order to satisfy the incompressibility condition, the fractional step process
described by Moin and Kim [8] is incorporated at each stage of the Runge-Kutta scheme.
According to this approach, the goal is to advance the velocity vector field V = V (u, v) by a
reasonable mean, disregarding the non-solenoidal nature of V—meaning that V will not satisfy
equation (2.2). For this purpose, equation (2.1) can be used by simply dropping the term,
𝜕𝑃⁄
𝜕𝑥𝑖 = 0 and using the previous time step velocities to calculate the next time step velocities.
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The pressure projection method allows splitting the Navier-Stokes equation into two sets
of equations, thus separating pressure and velocity. This is achieved by integrating equation (2.1)
with ∆𝑡, to form equation (2.3), and then reducing the integrated equation (2.3) to equation (2.4).
(ui )*  (ui ) n 

t t


t

 ui u j 1  2ui



x
Re x j x j
j


(ui )n 1  (ui )* 


 dt


P
t
xi

(2.3)

(2.4)

Equation (2.4) is called the velocity correction. Now the divergence of equation is taken.
From the continuity equation, it is known that the divergence of velocity at any time step
(specifically here at n + 1) is zero; therefore, the left side of the equation is zero, and a relation
between mean pressure P and intermediate velocity 𝑢𝑖 is established as

2 P
1 (ui )*
(2.5)

xi xi t xi
Thus, the governing equations to be solved numerically for an incompressible flow composed are
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Altogether, the governing equations (2.6) to (2.8) are solved numerically for an incompressible
flow. In equation (2.6), Runge-Kutta integration is applied in order to obtain(𝑢𝑖 )∗ . Next, the
Poisson solver is used to solve equation (2.5) in order to obtain pressure, P. Eventually, with the
intermediate velocity and the obtained pressure, equation (2.6) is solved to calculate velocity at
the next time step(𝑢𝑖 )𝑛+1 . This is the main loop of a single Runge-Kutta step, wherein this loop
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is repeated three times for a single time step. The above equations (2.6) to (2.8) are expressed in
a two-dimensional general coordinate system and in a useful form for WENO schemes
numerically. The significant advantage of the projection method is that the computations of the
velocity and pressure fields are decoupled. And the feature implemented from Chorin’s
projection method [3] is that the solver is validated with the discrete continuity equation at the
end of each time step.
Figure 2.1 provides a detailed overview of the functions and their subroutines in the
execution order of the 2D serial solver for the benchmark lid-driven cavity test with its
subroutine DC_TEST.
2.3

Parallel Architectures
The traditional workloads of HPC are aerospace, physics, energy, bio-genomics,

molecular dynamics, and geoscience. CFD is a challenging workload, and algorithms consume
much of the computing time on various supercomputers. The underlying parallel model is
broadly categorized into the following architectures: homogenous and heterogeneous. The goal
here is to attain a numerical simulation by utilizing parallel supercomputers for ultimate
performance and efficient simulation. Parallel computing is the simultaneous execution of the
same tasks on multiple processors to achieve scalable performance. These architectures have two
main classifications of parallel technique: shared and distributed memory systems. In this paper,
the work is concentrated on homogenous architectures and is composed of homogenous hybrid
parallel modeling, where shared and distributed memory parallel models, namely Open-MP and
MPI are utilized, respectively. This section will provide discussion of the underlying parallel
models utilized. However, the primary advantage of the distributed model is that the problem
size is no longer limited to the amount of shared memory available. Larger performance can be
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achieved by seeking larger HPC clusters; however, the efficiency of utilizing these resources are
easily questionable.

Figure 2.1. Flow chart of serial WENO model.
8

The most important paradigm for parallelizing the computational simulation of systems
modeled via partial differential equations, such as the higher-order Navier-stokes equations, is
domain decomposition [9], whereby a large problem is reduced to a collection of multiple
smaller problems, which are easier to solve computationally. Moreover, the divide-and-conquer
pattern introduced a significant breakthrough for parallel architectures to solve the global
solution by solving subproblems while also enforcing the requirements between neighboring
subdomains.
A cluster is a set of tightly connected high-performance computers that work together to
perform the same task. The primary consideration in parallel programming is the relationship
between the cores, the machine’s memory, and its bandwidth. In recent years, system
architectures have changed rapidly from those with a few processors, symmetric multiprocessing
(SMP) to massively parallel systems with thousands of multicore processors. There are two
prominent types of parallel architectures: multiple instructions multiple data (MIMD) and single
instruction multiple data (SIMD). Both shared (Open-MP) and distributed (MPI) memory
systems are classified under MIMD architectures, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The MPI parallel model is commonly referred to as coarse-grain parallelization and
Open-MP is referred as fine-grain parallelization. The work performed is a hybrid combination
of both coarse- and fine-grain parallelization and optimizing the hybrid model to improve
implementation efficiency and performance. For clarity, performance results of the
computational work in number of cores are described.

9

(a) Shared memory

(b) Distributed memory

(c) Shared and distributed memory hybrid model interconnected by high-speed network
Figure 2.2. Parallel architectures
2.3.1 Shared Memory
In order to take advantage of the shared memory systems, the Open-MP [2], which
targets computing on a shared memory environment, is implemented. Currently, Open-MP is
supported in many commercial and non-commercial compilers, which also support a multiplatform in C/C++ and FORTRAN language. The Open-MP application programming interface
(API) abstracts the underlying computing environment and provides parallelization support at a
higher level, which allows developers to program more easily than in an MPI. In Open-MP,
programmers specify the parallel regions in the code by inserting compiler directives. As
mentioned earlier, programmers can parallelize their programs easily because the compiler
converts the specific region according to directive comments, and much of the work is performed
during the compiling time. Figure 2.3 shows a simple example of the Open-MP directive. Here,
10

the loop part in the third line is executed in parallel by the specified runtime number of threads.
All other sections of code outside these directives are executed sequentially.

Figure 2.3. Example of Open-MP directive
2.3.2 Distributed Memory
This is a very common way of parallelizing a CFD solver, and its complexity highly
depends on the internal structure of the solver. Most of the performance speedup is achieved by
the distributed memory systems for tightly coupled applications in HPC. In practicality, this is a
bundle of high-performance individual computers (nodes) interconnected through a high-speed
network. The MPI [1] is the programming implementation for the distributed memory systems
and are an agreed upon standard that was published in 1994 and described in several studies [10,
11, 12]. A good introduction to the MPI is provided by Foster [13], and a brief description can be
found in the work of Clark et al. [14]. Message passing is a programming paradigm where
exchange data is processed through communication routines. There are two types of
communication: point-to-point (communication between pairs of processes) and collective
(communication between groups of processes). Among these, there are several patterns of
sending and receiving data to enable developers to achieve peak performance. Two basic types
of communication topologies are provided: a Cartesian grid and arbitrary process graph [14].
An MPI parallel model consists of two or more autonomous processes, each executing their own
code, which may or may not be identical. Because traditional HPC workloads such as CFD and
finite element analysis (FEA) simulations are tightly coupled, these processes need to
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communicate with each other at certain sections of the code in order to solve the problem
concurrently. Implementing the MPI parallel model for a CFD application is extremely tedious
and relatively complex to program when compared with the Open-MP parallel model.
2.3.3 Hybrid Parallel Model
With the recent trend in high-performance architectures from hardware manufacturers,
they have become more and more complex for application developers to implement in order to
utilize computing resources efficiently. Most multiprocessor systems today use SMP
architecture. Thus, in this thesis, a hybrid parallel model (MPI + Open-MP) is built to gain the
utmost performance. Here, the hybrid model level is MPI_THREAD_FUNNELED where only
the main thread can do MPI communications/calls, as shown in the Figure 2.4. Obviously there is
a main thread for each node, but the processes may be multi-threaded at desired sections of the
code. The creation, termination, and synchronization of threads are done by the library and are
explicitly specified by the programmer. It is often believed that mixing Open-MP and MPI for
certain applications may slow down the code, due to the creation of an overhead thread. Thus,
fine optimizations have been made after detailed and careful analysis of the code.

Figure 2.4. Hybrid parallel model of MPI + Open-MP
12

2.4

Performance Analysis and Modeling
Another significant roadblock in HPC is the ability of the codes to be scalable, portable,

and efficient. Trying to overcome this challenge requires considerable understanding and
expertise in programming, computer architecture, and the numerical method of the problem. It is
a common idea that depending on the HPC application, architecture, and platform, the
performance analysis and optimization practices vary. However, there are sophisticated tools for
performance analysis such as Intel vTune and Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU), which assist
developers in identifying hotspots in the code. In general, the performance and efficiency of the
solver is calculated from its execution wall-clock time. Hence, by comparing the different
execution wall-clock times with different configurations of the hybrid model, it is possible to
find the best configuration suited for the specific application and problem size.
Usually, the performance problem limits the scalability, because the number of
processors involved increases and also results in lowering the efficiency of the system. Through
the extensive analysis of the application, bottlenecks in the code are identified, and
improvements in those sections are carried out. The tuning practices will be discussed in detail in
the latter sections of Chapter 4.
2.4.1 Computational Speedup and Parallel Efficiency
In CFD, the primary objective is to reduce the runtime and increase the performance
through HPC. The strategy here is to decompose the original problem into a set of tasks or
dividing the data into n subproblems (where n is typically the number of processors), and each
subdomain is solved by the assigned processor. Ideally, the overall execution wall-clock time for
𝑻𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒍 of the simulation will be equal to 𝑻𝒔𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 /𝒏, where 𝑻𝒔𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 is the wall-clock
time when it is executed with one processor. Practically, there are many limiting factors to
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achieve a linear speedup with a higher number of processors, because the parallel scaling is
hindered by the domination of serial parts in the application, which is the sole idea behind
Amdahl’s law, as shown in the Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Idea behind Amdahl’s law.
Parallel processing overhead is usually an increasing function of the number of processors,
which is ignored in Amdahl’s law. Various concepts are used to present and understand the
results.
Speedup
Speedup, which is used to quantify the scalability of the problem, is the measure of the
time gain due to parallelization and is defined as the ratio of a single processor runtime to a
multiple processor runtime. In an ideal case, this is a linear speedup, or Speedup (n) = n:

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝(𝑛) =

14

𝑇𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑇𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙

(2.9)

Parallel Efficiency
Efficiency is a measure of the processor utilization of the workload. Another primary
goal of this thesis is to validate and improve the technique, in order to attain the best efficiency
using the hybrid parallel model. The way of relating the actual parallel speedup to the ideal
speedup is the efficiency of the system:

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑛) =
2.5

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝(𝑛)
𝑛

(2.10)

Numerical Example

Lid-Driven Cavity
Here, the parallelized code is investigated and validated with a benchmark incompressible
flow problem, a lid-driven cavity flow. The steady lid-driven cavity problem at Reynold
numbers, Re = 3200 is used as the test case. The lid-driven cavity example has been used as a
benchmark problem for many numerical methods due to its simple geometry and complicated
flow instabilities. Some interesting features include the boundary layer on the wall, attachment
and separation from the same wall, multiple separation and attachment, vortices, and bubbles. It
is usually very difficult to capture the flow phenomena near the singular points at the corners of
the cavity. A detailed numerical work was performed by Ghia et al. [15] in 1982. Detailed work
was performed by Khurshid and Hoffmann [7] with the application of the WENO scheme, where
a grid size resolution of 320 x 320 was used to capture the instabilities at a higher resolution, and
the streamline pattern for primary, secondary, and additional corner vortices was reported. In this
thesis, the discretization is performed on a uniform, Cartesian 320 x 320 grid [16] comprising a
hundred thousand grid points on the entire computation domain for a Reynolds number at 3200.
The computational domain is [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Figure 2.6 shows the initial and boundary conditions
applied in this problem. Velocities u and v are assigned to be zero on all boundaries except the
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top surface, where u = 1 and v = 0. As an initial condition, u and v are set to be zero at all other
grid points. Figure 2.7. Explicitly shows the denser, uniform 320 x 320 grid distribution in the
physical domain. A time step of ∆𝑡 = 1 x10−3 and Reynolds number of Re = 3200 is used for
the simulations. Results obtained from the parallel implementation are then compared and
validated with the serial model in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.6: Initial and boundary conditions for lid-driven cavity flow

Figure 2.7. Computational domain 320 x 320 grid distribution
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Double-Shear Test Flow
Another important numerical benchmark problem in order to validate the functionality of
the developed code is the shear layer problem. This is a flow with a strong shear initial condition.
Due to this initial condition, two shear layers are formed because the velocity gradient is high at
these two particular regions. The grid size in this case is similar to the previous case, 320 x 320,
with a Reynolds number of 3200. A periodic boundary condition is applied on all boundaries, as
shown in the Figure 2.8. And the initial condition is given by
𝑦 − 0.25
, 𝑦 ≤ 0.5
𝜌
(𝑥,
𝑢0 𝑦) =
0.75 − 𝑦
𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ
, 𝑦 > 0.5
{
𝜌
tanh

𝑣0 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛿 sin(2𝜋𝑥)

Figure 2.8. Boundary conditions on double shear test
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CHAPTER 3
HYBRID PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
The focus of this chapter is the parallel implementation of the WENO model using the
MPI and Open-MP technique. Although the entire implementation is specific for this higherorder WENO model, the technique can be used in a variety of CFD models by careful
implementation after extensive understanding of the solver.
Now that the computational scheme has been covered, discussion on the parallel
methodology in this WENO scheme is extended. In the previous Navier-stokes equations, it is
essential to solve the necessary variables u, v, and P, and the solver validation is performed using
the continuity equation. A simplified flowchart of the solver along with the MPI stages is shown
in Figure 3.1. The solver begins by initializing the MPI stack; setting up the initial conditions;
dividing the domain, general uniform grid formation, initial as well as boundary conditions,
variables to be solved, and message-passing stages where the exchange of data takes place; and
updating the physical boundary conditions and marches for the next time step.

Figure 3.1. Simplified model
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3.1

MPI Implementation
Once the solver is initialized, the equations of the fluid motion in the WENO fluxes are

solved excluding the pressure term on the right-hand side, and the derivative operator is used to
solve the Poisson equation, which contains the pressure. The last step is to integrate in time; the
time discretization of the scheme is implemented by the optimal third-order RK TVD method
developed by Shu and Osher [17]. Thus, the exchange of data in the message-passing stage is
implemented for every Runge-Kutta stage. Essentially, the message-passing stage is called three
times for one time step, as clearly shown in Figure 3.1.
It is also important to remember that, in this case, the NS equation, without the pressure
term, is not considered alone but rather is coupled with the Poisson equation for the pressure
correction. Thus, each intermediate step of the RK method must be accompanied by the Poisson
equation and pressure correction. A few of these techniques and approaches are inspired from the
work of Irvin and Hoffmann [18].
A detailed flow chart of the solver is provided in Figure 3.2, which illustrates the MPI
functions and subroutines, NS functions, Poisson equation functions, and control call flow.
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Figure 3.2. Detailed model with MPI implementations
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3.1.1 MPI Initialization and Topology
During MPI initialization, the numbers of requested MPI ranks are initialized by the
MPI_INIT function, as shown in the Figure 3.3. The grid must be divided equally in a logical
manner, and variables defining the topology are also initialized. According to the number of MPI
ranks input by the programmer, the grid is divided, with a few processes possessing the physical
boundary and the remaining processes containing interior points in the process topology.
Essentially, each process must have information providing the location of its local grid with
respect to processes that contain the adjacent portion of the total grid. Here,
MPI_COMM_WORLD is the global communicator that provides a separate communication
space for the specified MPI ranks in that communicator group.

Figure 3.3. MPI initialization
To address the need for a much clearer and natural computation representation, it is
possible to associate additional information with the communicator. Topology is one of the
attributes of the communicator. It is a mechanism for associating different addressing schemes
with processes belonging to that group, and there is no relation between the process structures
represented with the actual physical structure in the system. This type of virtual topology with
Cartesian grids is called Cartesian topology, which was implemented in this parallelization.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the process rank is represented by the top number. Each process
is assigned a unique rank, ranging from zero to one less than the number of processes chosen by
the programmer. The topology coordinates of that process are represented by the bottom number.
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For example, the process with a rank of 4 has variables specifying its rank: its topology
coordinates and also information of the processes around it—to its left, right, up, and down sides.
And the variable to the left of it would have the value 1. This mapping is very informational for
identifying which processes share interfaces and which processes possesses physical boundaries.

Figure 3.4. Cartesian mapping topology
The MPI_CART_CREATE function is a collective communication function in the MPI,
and when it is called, all processes in that group execute the function. Similar to other collective
routines, it uses blocking communication. With processes laid out according to virtual Cartesian
topology, it is easier for the programmer to graphically understand their placements in the
computational domain. The MPI_CART_RANK function returns the possible values of the
Cartesian coordinates and their corresponding process ranks, and is a complete reciprocal of the
MPI_CART_COORDS routine.
3.1.2 Domain Decomposition
In domain-decomposition methods, all cases rely on proper partitioning of the
computation domain into subdomains. The idea of domain splitting was introduced in 1870 by
Schwarz [19], who proposed the resolution of the domain as composed of a union of two simple
geometries, an algorithm called multiplicative Schwarz. One of the most important aspects in
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domain decomposition is to appropriately distribute the subdomains on the parallel machine in
order to have a proper load balance among different processors. Many load-balancing
algorithms, like the reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) [20] and recursive spectral bisection (RSB)
[21], as well as automatic domain decomposition tools, such as TOP/ DOMDEC [22], Chaco
[23], and MeTis [24], have recently been developed. All of these tools have been created for
unstructured meshes, whereas in our 2D problem, we have implemented the structured grid.
Of the several partitioning in parallelization methods, a hand-coded two-dimensional
domain decomposition method is utilized. The decomposition is dependent on the grid size (Nx,
Ny) and the number of processors (n). In this method, every processor is assigned a copy of its
domain, which results in a uniform domain decomposition in each dimension, thus indicating
proper load balancing. Hence, the physical square domain is logically divided up into smaller
computation subdomains. Figure 3.5 illustrate the break-down of the entire computation domain
in two dimensions (x, y) involving four MPI processes and their respective halo cells as well as
physical boundary conditions.
Now, after decomposing the domain and assigning each domain a MPI process, a map of
neighbors is provided to each process through the Cartesian process topology. Then, the
communication subroutines are inserted in the message-passing stages to communicate the ghost
or halo cells. For example, Figure 3.5 shows how the computational domain is divided into four
MPI processes. In addition, four grid points are added to each end of the local grids as halo
points. These halo points are used as an immediate storage location for the MPI processes.
However, it is essential to communicate the data between halo cells of the adjacent MPI
processes before that data can be accessed for computation. Because the WENO scheme is a
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fifth-order spatial discretization, it is necessary to communicate or exchange four rows and
columns of halo cell data for every MPI process/subdomain in every Runge-Kutta loop.

Figure 3.5. Domain decomposition in lid-driven cavity
3.1.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions
After initialization of the MPI processes, the MPI_BCAST routine enables copying the
initial grid data from the memory of the root processor to the same memory locations of the
initiated MPI processes in that communicator. Because it involves sending data among all
processes in that communicator, it is a collective communication routine. Once the grid values
are assigned to the processes, the variables defining the topology are initialized to be zero.
Relative to boundary conditions, few MPI processes will have a grid that is against the
physical boundary, whereas other processes contain grids that are in the interior of the physical
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domain. Also, it is important to remember that physical boundary conditions are being shared by
the respective MPI processes according to the domain-decomposition method. And for the
processes that are completely filled with interior points, four grid points are added on each side
of the local domain and are known as ghost or halo points. These halo points are necessarily
copied through communication routines to their adjacent halo point locations for computation.
Updating the boundary solely depends on the numerical model behind it. It is important
to carefully investigate and update the boundary before proceeding to the next time step in the
case of simple models. However, in this WENO model, the boundary grid points must be
updated for every stage of the RK TVD to validate the functionality of the solver against its
serial version.
3.1.4 Message Passing
The goal and heart of the MPI is the efficiency of the message-passing functionality
across a range of architectures. Conceptually, it is very simple: one process sends a message and
the other process receives it; however there are different modes of exchanging data between two
or more processes. Due to the complexities, it is fairly tedious to parallelize complex numerical
models efficiently through MPI.
Out of the many available communication modes, here the blocking point-to-point MPI
routines are employed, namely MPI_SEND and MPI_RECV. Here, the processors need to
communicate the information for every overlapping portion/interface of the subdomains. Hence,
it is necessary to communicate the data from the interior points of one process to halo cells of the
adjacent process. In the example, velocities on both the coordinate axis (u, v) and along with
mean pressure (P) are communicated for each column as well as row of halo cells. Thus,
supposing that each process has four neighbors, then each processor must call MPI
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communication routines MPI_SEND and MPI_RECV twelve times in order to send and receive
the necessary non-contiguous data at the interface to/from its neighbors [16]. Every halo cell
corresponds to a real grid point on another MPI process, and the message-passing stages update
this information as needed between calculation steps during much iteration. The call to multiple
blocking send-and-receive routines from the processes brings another well-known problem
called “deadlock.”
As previously discussed, MPI communications are the core component and crucial phase
of MPI parallelization. It is necessary to optimize the communication routines to achieve an
increase in performance and efficiency of the code. Moreover, the MPI has a variety of
approaches for handling non-contiguous data, which are known as derived data types and are
constructed from basic data types. Here, the MPI_TYPE_VECTOR routine is used to create a
data type consisting of uniformly spaced blocks of data in a submatrix, as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Example of derived data type to communicate non-contiguous data
As can be seen, the submatrix subsequently communicates with the MPI_SEND routine to send
data and the MPI_RECV routine to receive data back into the same submatrix. Using this
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advanced data type, the number of MPI_SEND and MPI_RECV calls is reduced to four (left,
right, top, and bottom) for one call of the message-passing stages. Also, it should be remembered
that the message-passing stage is called once at the end of each Runge-Kutta stage.
3.1.5 Communication Visualization
To avoid deadlocks and race conditions between the MPI processes, and to decrease the
time in parallel debugging of this complex code, an evaluated student version of TotalView
parallel debugger (program from Rogue Wave Software) is utilized for a limited time [25].
Figure 3.7 provides detailed insights about the message queue call graph at an instance to
identify and validate the implementation accurately. Another tool has also been utilized to
visualize communication vs computation after the MPI implementation, which helps to predict
the scalability from that graphical representation. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.7. Message queue call graph from TotalView debugger
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3.2.

Open-MP Implementation
Open-MP is a standardized API for shared memory architectures and has the ability to

parallelize codes with a set of compiler directives. Due to its shared-memory attribute, the
compiler performs most of the parallelization, and relatively little effort is needed from the
developer. Moreover, since it tends to be simple by adding the directives at the necessary places,
debugging and code maintainability are big advantages of this implementation. Since Open-MP
tends to rely more on parallelizing only the loops, it is generally referred to as loop-level
parallelism. In turn, according to Amdahl’s law, this results in lower efficiency for most HPC
applications. In the numerical model, after careful analysis of various hybrid models, the
MPI_THREAD_FUNNELED routine is chosen. Here, there may be multiple threads in the
parallel region executing the section, but only the main thread will make MPI calls. In other
words, all MPI calls are funneled through the main thread.
Before implementing the parallelization of all the “do” loops in the code, the code is
analyzed in detail [26], in order to choose the time-consuming do loops. Once the code is
profiled, the open type font (OTF) format files are viewed using the VampirTrace application
[26]. This is necessary to avoid Open-MP directives in areas of the code that are not heavily
consumed, thereby removing the threads overhead for those sections and implementing them at
crucial sections to achieve the best performance. Open-MP programs are specifically applied in a
computer-intensive subroutine of the WENO fluxes and derivatives to reduce the execution time,
as shown in the Figure 3.8. Thus, the most time-consuming routine of the code is parallelized
with Open-MP (loop-level parallelism). Then, all that is required is to share the necessary
variables and privatize the thread identification variable required within the do loops; the rest is
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managed by the Open-MP directives. Figure 3.8 illustrates another directive to schedule the do
loops and how they are utilized.

Figure 3.8. Open-MP implementation in the WENO_FLUXES sub-routine
As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the term “static” divides the loop into equal-sized chunks,
whereby each thread will receive exactly the same iterations in parallel with a chunk size of 10.
This divides the loop into equal-sized chunks of 10. There are multiple ways to schedule the
loops and assign chunks to each of the threads, and this is solely the decision of the programmer.
Additionally, this process greatly depends on the workload, application-specific criteria, and
system architecture. The overall idea is to keep all computing resources busy and extract the
performance wherever possible.
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PLUS TUNING
The focus of this chapter is on the performance modeling efforts and the evaluation of
various techniques for the numerical model. Advanced performance optimization techniques
within the compiler and also in refactoring the program have been followed, which are all
challenging for computational developers as well. As a result of this performance modeling and
optimization, the total execution wall-clock time has been decreased, and the scalability and
efficiency of the solver has been increased.
4.1

Performance Analysis
The idea behind performance modeling is to clearly understand the performance of an

application on a specific architecture according to detailed measurements and analysis. This also
paves the way for estimating the necessary future system design, an efficient algorithm while
developing a new application, and improvements for optimizations in the application-oriented
numerical models. However, the performance analysis field still faces challenges imposed by the
size and complexity of the upcoming exascale system. This modeling helps to predict the
performance to certain tolerances on traditional clusters for specific applications and processor
counts. Here, we will focus on a large, complex, scientific computation-intensive simulation on a
cluster, although many of these techniques can apply to other applications. Tuning for
performance depends on the application, system architecture, numerical method, and the
interconnects utilized [27].
4.2

Profiling and Tuning Tools
In order to pinpoint performance bottlenecks in the code, there is a need for sophisticated

performance analysis tools. These tools provide detailed insights of the code through an
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instrumentation framework for application profiling. These optimization efforts and the
execution are performed on resources gained through an allocation with the Extreme Science
And Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) system on a Stampede cluster from the
Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). This TACC Stampede system is a 10 PFLOPS
(PF) Dell Linux cluster based on 6400+ Dell PowerEdge server nodes, each outfitted with two
eight-core Intel Xeon E5-2680 (Sandy Bridge) processors and an Intel Xeon Phi SE10P
Coprocessor (MIC Architecture). The nodes are interconnected with Mellanox FDR Infiniband
technology in a two-level fat-tree topology.
4.2.1 Vampir
The Vampir [26] performance optimizer from the Dresden University of Technology (TU
Dresden) is a well-known, full-featured trace visualization tool, with a particular focus on even
timeline displays. The instrumentation and trace collection framework is available as opensource software, which specifies programming-model independent events, such as events for
entering and leaving source code regions, and parallel programming model regions, e.g., OpenMP and MPI. Every event contains a timestamp and its detailed subfunctions associated with it.
Before implementing the Open-MP parallel model, the code is profiled with Vampir. Figure
4.1 contains a number of MPI events that are captured after MPI implementation. These events
provide a rich amount of information about the respective communication operation. As can be
seen, the numerical model is decomposed into four MPI tasks, wherein each tasks is assigned to
a process. It also illustrates a graph for each process, with the green bar being the computation
and the red bar being the communication. As shown in this developed MPI implementation, a
blocking communication call, namely MPI_SEND and MPI_RECV, has been utilized. These are
basic point-to-point communication routines, whereby the calling process is blocked until the
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communication operation is completed. However, when two or more processes are blocked and
each is waiting to make progress, then deadlock occurs. Thus, careful organization of the
communication calls is significant.

Figure 4.1. Example of blocking communication vs computation
MPI also provides another way to invoke communication calls that send and receive
messages without blocking the process. To avoid the time-delay during communication of the
process, the code has been further developed with non-blocking communication routines: one
call to initiate the send operation and another call to receive it. Non-blocking send and receive
routines all return request handles, to identify the status of the posted operations or wait for their
completion. The calling sequence is similar to the blocking routines MPI_SEND and
MPI_RECV but includes the request handle. Subsequently, the completion call test for the
posted operations by invoking MPI_TEST provides us the status of the operation. Figure 4.2
illustrates an example of a message-passing stage in the direction from top to bottom. There are
three more parts of the message-passing stages as depicted in the Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Example of non-blocking message-passing stage
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Performance and efficiency gain results are discussed in Chapter 5. Figure 4.3 illustrates
the computation overlapping between communications. Since the communication is more
structured, it has increased the processor utilization, resulting in increased performance and
efficiency of the solver.

Figure 4.3. Non-blocking communication over computation
Once the MPI communication calls are optimized, the parallel Open-MP is implemented
by carefully profiling the developed MPI code. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Open-MP
implementations on the most time-consuming routines, namely WENO fluxes and WENO_3, are
profiled as shown in Figure 4.4. The Open-MP implementation development was already
discussed in the Chapter 3.

Figure 4.4. Profiling for Open-MP implementation after MPI optimization
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4.2.2 Intel VTune Amplifier
Before proceeding to a discussion of the optimization of the MIC Intel architectures,
understanding the processor architecture is key. Figure 4.5 is an overview of the Intel Sandy
Bridge architecture [28], which is deployed in the Stampede cluster. This is an E5-2680 family
dual-socket processor with two Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) links and four memory channels.

Figure 4.5. Overview of Intel Sandy Bridge architecture
The VTune amplifier [28] provides a rich set of detailed insights into hotspots, cache hits
and misses, and concurrency analysis and directly tracks them back to the source code. VTune is
designed to run on shared memory processors, as long the code profiled is confined to running in
one node with MPI and Open-MP. Hotspots will profile the code’s execution to determine which
functions and subroutines are consuming the most wall-clock time and thus are the primary
targets for optimization. The concurrency analysis evaluates how well a threaded application
takes advantage of multi-core hardware, and identifies functions and times during execution
where available CPUs are not fully utilized. In this hot-spot analysis, the primary bottleneck in
the code was determined to be the MATMUL intrinsic function, as shown in the Figure 4.6. The
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MATMUL function performs a matrix multiplication on the numeric matrices. These doubleprecision matrices are especially large matrices, which prove to be slower.

Figure 4.6. Hotspot analysis in VTune Amplifier XE 2013
Developers have already designed Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [29],
which are utilized for generic numerical problems. Specifically, developers from Intel have
developed Math Kernel Library (MKL), which is accompanied by the Intel Parallel Studio.
These high-performance math libraries are designed and tuned for the latest MIC architectures.
Many scientific applications, similar to those in this thesis, depend on these libraries for optimal
performance. From experience, these libraries have been shown to increase performance by more
than 22% for a double-precision 1000 x 1000 matrix multiplication on a Sandy Bridge processor.
The compiler flags “opt-matmul,” which invokes a matrix multiplication library, identifies the
matrix multiplication loop nests for improved performance. Also, compiling and linking the
library files are relatively simple compared to refactoring the algorithms to use the “DGEMM”
library function in place of the intrinsic MATMUL function. The differences in CPU time are
very noticeable with other compiler flags.
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4.3

Processor and Thread Binding
With multi-core chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) being very common in HPC, it is very

important to understand the performance issues in such clusters. Due to the nodal architecture
features and recent optimizations of MPI intra-node communication using shared memory, these
clusters provide multi-level layer of communication infrastructure for MPI and Open-MP
programming models. As is known, intra-node communication has a higher performance and
bandwidth than inter-node communication; however, it is to be noted that the network
performance in intra-node communication is non-uniform. For example, the code in this thesis is
executed in a dual socket eight-core processor, wherein these two sockets are connected through
a high-speed Quick Path Interconnect (QPI). Communication between these eight cores can
usually have lower latency and higher bandwidth than communications between cores in
different chips. Therefore, with the communication within a chip being non-uniform, it is
essential for the developer to assign or bind the cores to perform the computations as necessary.
“Processor affinity” allows the developer to bind or pin the MPI processes with the associated
cores, and it is well known that this can affect the MPI performance [30, 31, and 32].
Processor affinity determines how the processes are bound to cores. The Intel MPI
implementation has features that control the binding of MPI processes to cores with a potential
environmental variable, namely I_MPI_PIN_PROCESSOR_LIST. The I_MPI_PIN_MODE
variable specifies the pinning modes to successfully implement, which are namely “mpd,” “lib,”
and “pm.”
Similarly, for the Open-MP model, to control the threads, an environmental variable
determines the thread allocation and affinity. The syntax is defined as KMP_AFFINITY =
{compact, scatter, balanced}. Balanced and scatter are mostly useful for the MIC co-processor.
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This syntax is utilized to control all cores of the MIC processors with three variants which is
experimented on by the developer to suit his/her problem needs at various levels namely,
“bunch,” “scatter,”

and “spread,” as shown in Figure 4.7. In the current cluster Stampede, a

runtime environment script called tacc_affinity is developed to enforce strict memory allocation
and process pinning to the socket. This will ensure that processes do not migrate and memory
accesses are local.

Figure 4.7. MPI affinity control process
4.4.

Compiler-Assisted Optimizations
This compiler flag “O2” performs optimizations and enables aggressive loop

transformations, such as loop fusion, loop unrolling, loop blocking, and collapsing the “if”
statements. These conditional statements inside the loops are barriers for parallel performance.
Thus, conditional statements in the loop have been refactored at Open-MP implementations.
Further, enabling the “O3” optimization flag will enhance the threaded loops to increase their
performance to a limited extent. Since most loops use floating-point calculations and process
large data sets, it is recommended to utilize the compiler optimizations.
Sandy Bridge processors support the 256-bit Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX),
which are extensions to the x86 instruction set architecture. The compiler has been instructed
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through the ‘xhost’ compiler flag to benefit from AVX. This informs the Intel compiler to use
the highest SIMD-like instructions available on the machine. Compiling the programs with AVX
and “O3” enables aggressive prefetching and loop transformations for performance; however, it
may result in undesired values of the variables.
Also, executing this thesis program in the Stampede cluster has provided leverage in
utilizing the Xeon Phi coprocessor as the device (61 HW threads) attached to the Xeon Sandy
Bridge processors being the host. During the execution, work can be redirected to execute on the
Xeon Phi coprocessor. One way of offloading to the MIC is through automatic offloading and
the other is compiler-assisted offloading. Automatic offloading is also called as implicit type
offloading. Certain routines like MKL have been developed and redesigned to run on both the
host and MIC architectures. Programmers can control the enabling and disabling of the automatic
offloading through the environmental variable “export MKL_MIC_ENABLE=1,” and
“MIC_OMP_NUM_THREADS” variables

set the number of threads on the MIC.

On the other side, compiler-assisted offloading can be implemented with the existing
Open-MP pragma directives. This instructs the compiler to utilize MIC Intel coprocessors to
perform the Open-MP parallel regions. This type of offloading is called explicit offloading.
However, target offloading attributes must be declared as global variables on the host to transfer
data to the coprocessor. This type of offloading is relatively time consuming in comparison to
compiler-assisted offloading, where much of the parallelization is done by the compiler.
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION AND VALIDATION
This chapter presents the performance results obtained in this thesis work. As with
optimizations performed in Chapter 4, the results are plotted for this Hybrid MPI plus Open-MP
implementation. To reiterate, the benchmark application is the two-dimensional lid-driven cavity
and double shear test with an equal grid size of 320 x 320.
Athena
The performance of hybrid parallelization was evaluated on the cluster called Athena,
managed by the High Performance Computing Center at Wichita State University. Athena is
comprised of 22 compute nodes of the Dell PowerEdge R815 processor, each with four eightcore AMD processors at 2.33 GHz.
Stampede
Further optimizations and re-factorizations of the parallel implementations were
extensively carried out on the cluster Stampede managed at the TACC. Stampede is comprised
of nearly 6,400 nodes with dual-socket, eight-core Xeon E5-2680 Sandy Bridge Intel processors
as host and each node attached with a Xeon Phi SE10P coprocessor. All nodes are interconnected
with Mellanox FDR Infiniband technology for ultimate performance. It is a powerful system and
has been ranked as the world’s eighth fastest supercomputer by top500.org as of June 2015.
5.1

MPI Plus Open-MP Performance
Table 1 shows a comparison of the speed-up and efficiency of different combinations of

the parallel techniques utilized. Results demonstrate execution on the Athena cluster without any
optimization. Collectively, the idea of parallelization is to do the following: (a) reduce the
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execution time to achieve the finest speed-up performance, and (b) to design a system to share
the workload equally, in order to produce higher efficiency.
TABLE 1
CONFIGURATION COMPARISON WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION
320 x 320
Number of MPI
Processes
1
2
4
8
16
32

Wall-Clock Time (s)
MPI +
MPI +
Pure MPI
Open-MP(2)
Open-MP(4)
300.879
286.53
292.631
131.510
125.07
121.461
51.683
49.589
49.730
38.431
39.487
37.031
41.896
42.690
43.130
45.030
47.811
45.388

Speedup

Efficiency

–
2.4771655
6.0674544
8.1250573
7.1819982
6.6817455

–
1.23858
1.5168636
1.0156321
0.4488748
0.2088045

We have also compared different combinations of MPI tasks and Open-MP threads in the
parallel model. From Figure 5.1, it can be seen that the best possible configuration is with eight
MPI tasks and two Open-MP threads for a problem of 320 x 320. As can be seen, the wall-clock
time for the 32 processes has increased due to parallel overhead. From this analysis,
optimizations for the configuration with two Open-MP threads have been specifically extended.

Time in seconds

Execution wall-clock time for 100 time steps
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

PURE MPI
MPI+Open-MP(2)
MPI+Open-MP(4)

1

2

4

8

16

32

Num of procs

Figure 5.1. Run-time comparison among different combinations
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5.2

MPI Tuning
The hybrid WENO model with MPI optimization was executed on the Stampede to

achieve a performance gain in the speedup. Figure 5.2 illustrates the execution wall-clock time
comparison achieved through MPI tuning. The MPI optimized code is executed on a better HPC
system architecture with the high-speed Infiniband network. The scaling results are shown in
Figure 5.2. It is worth noting that the optimized version shows strong scaling to the same
problem size of 320 x 320.

Figure 5.2. Scaling comparison between unoptimized and optimized MPI
5.3

Full Optimization
This section presents the results of compiler optimizations like O3, MKL, xhost,

offloading, and MPI optimized for the hybrid MPI plus Open-MP parallel model with two OpenMP threads, as shown in the Figure 5.3. One can clearly see the optimization effect of MPI nonblocking communication tuning. Table 2 demonstrates the speedup achieved by the full final
optimizations relative to the MPI optimized plus Open-MP (2) threads on the Stampede
supercomputer. Also, the efficiency of the system is three times more than a serial version when
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executed with eight MPI processes and two Open-MP threads. These results demonstrate that as
the grid becomes smaller and smaller, the parallel communication overhead is extremely
optimized and the serial regions of the WENO model have been tuned for extreme performance.
From the performance graph, one can summarize that the hybrid model shows strong scaling for
the current size of the problem. Through parallel implementation and extensive performance
modeling and tuning on both the distributed and shared memory models, an incomparable 75
times speedup of the serial MPI optimized version has been achieved on Stampede, as shown in
Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.3. Scaling for different versions of hybrid implementations
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TABLE 2
SPEEDUP AND EFFICIENCY COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT VERSIONS
Wall-clock time (s)
MPI
Processes

MPI+ Open - MP(2) on
Athena

MPI optimized on
Stampede

Final
Optimizations

1
2
4
8
16
32
64

286.53
125.07
49.5
37.03
42.69
47.8

167.53
75.35
38.1
15.5
7.01
2.9
3.08

82.0185
31.222
13.919
6.855
4.181
2.652
2.208

Speedup Efficiency
2.042588
5.365768
12.03607
24.4391
40.06936
63.17119
75.87409

2.042588
2.682884
3.009016
3.054887
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Figure 5.4. Overall speedup achieved
5.4

Result Validation

Case 1: Lid-Driven Cavity
The test case validated here is the benchmark application 2D lid-driven cavity. The
boundary conditions are non-periodic, with static walls on all sides, except the top wall moving
at a velocity of 1 m/s for a Re = 3200. Figures 5.5 and Figure 5.6 compare the vorticity contours
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and profiles from the geometric center of the cavity of the serial model against those results
produced with the parallel model. As shown, results indicate excellent correspondence, thus
aiding in the implementation of the parallelization.

Figure 5.5. Comparison of vorticity contours for lid-driven cavity at Re = 3200 of hybrid model
(top) and serial model (bottom)
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of velocity profile at Re = 3200
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Case 2: Double Shear Test
The vorticity contours obtained do not have distortions or oscillations in the evolution of
the flow over the time period. Results of the parallel version compared with the serial version of
Khurshid and Hoffmann [7] prove that the solution results are smooth and in good agreement, as
shown in the Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Parallel (top) vs serial (right) vorticity contours for double shear layer flow
at t = 8s
5.5

Conclusion
Hybrid parallel implementations in the recent computer architectures are tedious and

complex, yet they offer unmatched advantages. Although a considerable amount of effort has
been put into implementing and tuning of the code for current HPC architectures, more work is
necessary to further improve the code performance on future platforms. The MPI implementation
demonstrated excellent load balance with parallelism obtained through domain decomposition. A
hybrid parallel model (MPI plus Open-MP) implementation focusing on the performance of
serial communication modes (MPI_THREAD_FUNNELED) was investigated. It was shown that
Open-MP hybridization provides an increase in the performance of the solver at certain
combinations with MPI implementation along with compiler-assisted optimization. The
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significant factor increasing the performance of the code on modern HPC is to consistently
reduce the memory allocation to fit into the cache and fine-tune the MPI communications for
high scaling. The main communication overhead factor was nullified by non-blocking MPI
communication routines. On the other hand, the Open-MP implementation is relatively simple,
easy, and efficient when tuned for the system architecture. Based on the benchmark application
of this WENO model, it is evident that the hybrid parallel implementation is very beneficial and
very efficient when a detailed performance modeling and major modifications by tuning the code
are performed.
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APPENDIX A
OPEN-MP FUNCTIONS
Complete lists of the Open-MP functions used in this thesis are described under the
following forum standard [2]:

Figure A.1. Open-MP parallel
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.2. Shared and private variable

Figure A.3. OMP_NUM_THREADS environmental variable
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.4. Loop scheduling
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APPENDIX B
MPI FUNCTIONS
A complete list of MPI functions used in this thesis is described under the following
forum standard [1]:

Figure B.1. MPI_INIT function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.2. MPI_FINALIZE function

Figure B.3. MPI_COMM_RANK function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.4. MPI_CART_CREATE function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.5. MPI_TYPE_VECTOR function

Figure B.6. MPI_DATATYPE
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.7. MPI_SEND function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.8. MPI_RECV function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.9. MPI_ISEND and MPI_IRECV function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.10. MPI_TEST function
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.10. MPI_REDUCE function
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